
SO(10) Dark Matter Models
1) Where is Supersymmetry 
	 	 	 - The great of expectation of 2009 
	 	 	 - Dark Matter 
	 	 	 - The Reality in 2016 
!
!
!
2) Non-Supersymmetric SO(10) - Do we need low energy 
SUSY? 
!
3) Dark matter in SO(10) models with gauge coupling 
unification



Why Supersymmetry?
Gauge Coupling Unification 

Gauge Hierarchy Problem 

Stabilization of the Electroweak Vacuum 

Radiative Electroweak Symmetry Breaking 

Dark Matter 

Improvement to low energy phenomenology?

but, mh ~ 126 GeV, and no SUSY?



GUTS Supersymmetric 	
SU(5) Grand Unified Theory
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Figure 1: Left: SM RG evolution of the gauge couplings g1 =
p

5/3g0, g2 = g, g3 = gs, of the
top and bottom Yukawa couplings (yt, yb), and of the Higgs quartic coupling �. All couplings are
defined in the MS scheme. The thickness indicates the ±1� uncertainty. Right: RG evolution of
� varying Mt, Mh and ↵s by ±3�.

the Yukawa sector and can be considered the first complete NNLO evaluation of ��(µ).

We stress that both these two-loop terms are needed to match the sizable two-loop scale

dependence of � around the weak scale, caused by the �32y4t g
2
s + 30y6t terms in its beta

function. As a result of this improved determination of ��(µ), we are able to obtain a

significant reduction of the theoretical error on Mh compared to previous works.

Putting all the NNLO ingredients together, we estimate an overall theory error on Mh of

±1.0GeV (see section 3). Our final results for the condition of absolute stability up to the

Planck scale is

Mh [GeV] > 129.4 + 1.4

✓

Mt [GeV]� 173.1

0.7

◆

� 0.5

✓

↵s(MZ)� 0.1184

0.0007

◆

± 1.0th . (2)

Combining in quadrature the theoretical uncertainty with the experimental errors on Mt and

↵s we get

Mh > 129.4± 1.8 GeV. (3)

From this result we conclude that vacuum stability of the SM up to the Planck scale is

excluded at 2� (98% C.L. one sided) for Mh < 126GeV.

Although the central values of Higgs and top masses do not favor a scenario with a

vanishing Higgs self coupling at the Planck scale (MPl) — a possibility originally proposed
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SusyGUTS Standard Model Higgs potential
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Positive definite

Stability of the vacuum ensured

Also for free: radiatively induced symmetry breaking
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Δχ2 map of m0 - m1/2 plane
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Elastic scaterring cross-section
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Δχ2 map of m0 - m1/2 plane

CMSSM
Bagnaschi, Buchmueller, Cavanaugh, Citron, De Roeck, Dolan, 
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2015

Low mass  
spectrum  

still observable  
at LHC

14 TeV 3000 fb-1

8 TeV 20 fb-1



CMSSM
Bagnaschi, Buchmueller, Cavanaugh, Citron, De Roeck, Dolan, 
Ellis, Flacher, Heinemeyer, Isidori, Malik, Martinez Santos, 
Olive, Sakurai, de Vries, Weiglein	
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2015

Elastic scaterring cross-section

New LUX bound

+PandaX



The Strips:
Stau-coannhilation Strip 

extends only out to ~1 TeV 

Stop-coannihilation Strip 

Funnel 

associated with high tan β, problems with B → μμ 

Focus Point 

Gluino-coannihilation Strip



Stop strip

Ellis, Olive, Zheng
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Other Possibilities
NUHM1,2:  m12 = m22 ≠ m02, m12 ≠ m22 ≠ m02 

μ and/or mA free 

subGUT models: Min < MGUT 

with or without mSUGRA 

Pure Gravity Mediation 

2 parameter model with very large scalar masses

May require more general models 
which are concordant with LHC MET;  
Higgs; and Bs →μ+μ-; and Dark Matter

Ibe,Moroi,Yanagida 
Ibe,Yanagida 

Ibe,Matsumoto,Yanagida 
Evans,Ibe,Olive,Yanagida



Ellis, Luo, Olive, Sandick;	
Ellis, Evans, Luo, Nagata, Olive, 
Sandick

NUHM1 models with μ free (m1 = m2)
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Why Supersymmetry (still)?
Gauge Coupling Unification 

Gauge Hierarchy Problem 

Stabilization of the Electroweak Vacuum 

Radiative Electroweak Symmetry Breaking 

Dark Matter 

Improvement to low energy phenomenology?

but, mh ~ 126 GeV, and no SUSY?



SO(10) GUT?
Gauge Coupling Unification 

  

Stabilization of the Electroweak Vacuum 

Radiative Electroweak Symmetry Breaking 

Dark Matter 

Improvement to low energy phenomenology?

Neutrino masses…



What is SO(10)

SO(10) ⊃ SU(5) × U(1)	
	        ⊃ SU(4) × SU(2) × SU(2)	
	 	  ⊃ others

Gauge degrees of freedom: 45

45 = (15,1,1) + (6,2,2) + (1,1,0) + (1,3,1) + (1,1,3)

decomposition of the 45
45 = (24,0) + (10,4) + (10,-4) + (1,0)SU(5) × U(1):	

SU(4) × SU(2) × SU(2):	

(SU(4) decomposition in terms of SU(3): 15 = 8 + 3 + 3 + 1; 6 = 3 + 3)

_

_ _

Georgi	
Fritzsch,Minkowski



What is SO(10)

SO(10) ⊃ SU(5) × U(1)	
	        ⊃ SU(4) × SU(2) × SU(2)	
	 	  ⊃ others

Matter degrees of freedom: fundamental 16

16 = (4,1,2) + (4,2,1)

decomposition of the 16
16 = (10,-1) + (5,3) + (1,-5)SU(5) × U(1):	

SU(4) × SU(2) × SU(2):	

(SU(4) decomposition in terms of SU(3): 4 = 3 + 1

_

_

new: right-handed neutrino



What is SO(10)

SO(10) ⊃ SU(5) × U(1)	
	        ⊃ SU(4) × SU(2) × SU(2)	
	 	  ⊃ others

Higgs: see below



R1
Table 2: Candidates for the intermediate gauge group Gint.

Gint R1

SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R 210

SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦D 54

SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)R 45

SU(3)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦ U(1)B�L 45

SU(3)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦ U(1)B�L ⌦D 210

SU(3)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)R ⌦ U(1)B�L 45, 210

SU(5)⌦ U(1) 45, 210

Flipped SU(5)⌦ U(1) 45, 210

be contained in either a 45, 54, 126, or 210 representation.
Below the GUT scale, components in an SO(10) multiplet can obtain di↵erent masses.

We assume that only a part of an SO(10) multiplet which contains the DM candidate
and forms a representation under Gint has a mass much lighter than the GUT scale. We
denote this representation by RDM. Such a mass splitting can be realized by the Yukawa
coupling of the DM multiplet with the R1 Higgs field. After the R1 Higgs obtains a VEV,
the Yukawa coupling leads to an additional mass term for the SO(10) multiplet, which
gives di↵erent masses among the components. By carefully choosing the parameters in
the Lagrangian, we can make only RDM light. This will be discussed in detail in Sec. 4.

As will be seen in Sec. 3.1, without RDM, SO(10) GUTs often predict either a low value
of MGUT or Mint, which could be problematic for proton decay or the explanation of light
neutrino masses, respectively. In order to a↵ect the RGE running of the gauge couplings
and possibly increase the mass scales for both Mint and MGUT, the DM should be charged
under Gint. In Table 3, we summarize possible candidates for RDM for each intermediate
gauge group. Above the intermediate scale, all of the components have an identical
mass. In fact, it turns out that the degeneracy is not resolved at tree level even after
the intermediate gauge symmetry is broken. This is because the SO(10) multiplets which
contain RDM displayed in the table cannot have Yukawa couplings with the 126 Higgs;
such a coupling is forbidden by the SO(10) symmetry. Thus, the e↵ects of symmetry
breaking by the 126 Higgs VEV cannot be transmitted to the mass of the RDM multiplet
at tree level, and a simple realization of DM in RDM makes its components degenerate in
mass.

Such a degenerate mass spectrum is problematic. Since the degenerate multiplet
contains particles charged under the SU(3)C⌦U(1)EM gauge group, they will be in thermal
equilibrium. In general, these components have quite a long lifetime, and thus their
thermal relic density conflicts with various observations. To see this, let us consider the
(1,1,3) Dirac fermion multiplet ( 0, ±) in the SU(4)C ⌦SU(2)L⌦SU(2)R theory, which

6

Recipe for constructing an SO(10) DM model
!
1. Pick an Intermediate Scale Gauge Group

2 Model

We begin with an overview of the basic SO(10) model needed to accommodate a DM
candidate. As mentioned above, in this work, we consider SO(10) GUT models and
restrict ourselves to a two step simultaneous symmetry breaking chain,1 in which the
SO(10) gauge group is broken to an intermediate gauge group G

int

at the GUT scale
M

GUT

, and subsequently broken to the SM gauge group G
SM

⌘ SU(3)C ⌦SU(2)L⌦U(1)Y
and a Z

2

symmetry at the intermediate scale M
int

:

SO(10) �! G
int

�! G
SM

⌦ Z
2

, (1)

The Higgs multiplets that break SO(10) and G
int

are labeled by R
1

and R
2

, respectively.
As discussed in the introduction, this Z

2

symmetry is a remnant of an extra U(1) symmetry
in SO(10) [5–8] and is used to stabilize DM candidates [9, 10]. A brief introduction to
the intermediate subgroups and Z

2

symmetry will be given in Sec. 2.1. Possible SO(10)
multiplets that contain an electric and color neutral component for a WIMP DM candidate
are summarized in Sec. 2.2. For a group theoretical argument on the classification of these
DM candidates, see Appendix A. Among them, those who have a non-zero hypercharge
are severely restricted by the DM direct search experiments. We consider this class of
DM candidates in Sec. 2.3 and discuss conditions for the DM models to evade the direct
search bound.

To keep our model concise, in the following discussion, we only consider SO(10) irre-
ducible representations with dimensions up to 210.

2.1 SO(10) GUT and discrete symmetry

We start by giving a brief description of the ingredients in our model. In an SO(10) unifi-
cation theory, a generation of SM fermions and a right-handed neutrino are embedded in a
16 chiral representation, while the SM Higgs boson usually lies in a 10 representation. To
obtain a realistic Yukawa sector, it is necessary to take the 10 to be complex [27,28]. We
will keep this sector unchanged in most of what follows. In addition to the SM particles,
the R

1

and R
2

Higgs representations are added to break SO(10) and G
int

, respectively.
The last ingredient of our model is the DMmultiplet, whose lightest component is targeted
to be the DM in the Universe. The stability of the DM is guaranteed by a remnant Z

2

symmetry of the extra U(1) gauge symmetry of SO(10) as we will discuss soon. Possible
representations for the DM multiplet are determined below. Here, we assume that only a
minimal set of the Higgs and DM multiplets which are necessary for the symmetry break-
ing and mass generation of DM lie in the low-energy regime and other components have
masses of the order of the symmetry breaking scale at which their masses are generated.
For example, among the 10 representation, only the electroweak doublet components
remains light to break the electroweak symmetry, while the other components have GUT-
scale masses. Also, to obtain the right relic abundance, the mass of the DM particle is

1For recent work on this kind of SO(10) scenario, see Ref. [26].

3

Georgi, Nanopoulos; Vayonakis;!
Masiero; Shafi, Sondermann, Wetterich;!
del Aguila, Ibanez; !
Mohapatra, Senjanovic;!
Mambrini, Nagata, !
Olive, Quevillon, Zheng;!
Nagata, Olive, Zheng



2 Model

We begin with an overview of the basic SO(10) model needed to accommodate a DM
candidate. As mentioned above, in this work, we consider SO(10) GUT models and
restrict ourselves to a two step simultaneous symmetry breaking chain,1 in which the
SO(10) gauge group is broken to an intermediate gauge group G

int

at the GUT scale
M

GUT

, and subsequently broken to the SM gauge group G
SM

⌘ SU(3)C ⌦SU(2)L⌦U(1)Y
and a Z

2

symmetry at the intermediate scale M
int

:

SO(10) �! G
int

�! G
SM

⌦ Z
2

, (1)

The Higgs multiplets that break SO(10) and G
int

are labeled by R
1

and R
2

, respectively.
As discussed in the introduction, this Z

2

symmetry is a remnant of an extra U(1) symmetry
in SO(10) [5–8] and is used to stabilize DM candidates [9, 10]. A brief introduction to
the intermediate subgroups and Z

2

symmetry will be given in Sec. 2.1. Possible SO(10)
multiplets that contain an electric and color neutral component for a WIMP DM candidate
are summarized in Sec. 2.2. For a group theoretical argument on the classification of these
DM candidates, see Appendix A. Among them, those who have a non-zero hypercharge
are severely restricted by the DM direct search experiments. We consider this class of
DM candidates in Sec. 2.3 and discuss conditions for the DM models to evade the direct
search bound.

To keep our model concise, in the following discussion, we only consider SO(10) irre-
ducible representations with dimensions up to 210.

2.1 SO(10) GUT and discrete symmetry

We start by giving a brief description of the ingredients in our model. In an SO(10) unifi-
cation theory, a generation of SM fermions and a right-handed neutrino are embedded in a
16 chiral representation, while the SM Higgs boson usually lies in a 10 representation. To
obtain a realistic Yukawa sector, it is necessary to take the 10 to be complex [27,28]. We
will keep this sector unchanged in most of what follows. In addition to the SM particles,
the R

1

and R
2

Higgs representations are added to break SO(10) and G
int

, respectively.
The last ingredient of our model is the DMmultiplet, whose lightest component is targeted
to be the DM in the Universe. The stability of the DM is guaranteed by a remnant Z

2

symmetry of the extra U(1) gauge symmetry of SO(10) as we will discuss soon. Possible
representations for the DM multiplet are determined below. Here, we assume that only a
minimal set of the Higgs and DM multiplets which are necessary for the symmetry break-
ing and mass generation of DM lie in the low-energy regime and other components have
masses of the order of the symmetry breaking scale at which their masses are generated.
For example, among the 10 representation, only the electroweak doublet components
remains light to break the electroweak symmetry, while the other components have GUT-
scale masses. Also, to obtain the right relic abundance, the mass of the DM particle is

1For recent work on this kind of SO(10) scenario, see Ref. [26].

3

R1 R2 R2 = 126 + …

Neutrino see-saw: Majorana mass for νR 	
from 16 16 126 → mνR ~ Mint and mν ~ v2/Mint

Recipe for constructing an SO(10) DM model

!
1. Pick an Intermediate Scale Gauge Group!
!
2. Use 126 to break Gint to SM

Z2 related to matter parity and B-L

Unlike SUSY R-parity, this Z2 is not put in by hand!



Recipe for constructing an SO(10) DM model

!
1. Pick an Intermediate Scale Gauge Group!
!
2. Use 126 to break Gint to SM!
!
3. Pick DM representation and insure proper splitting !
within the multiplet, and pick low energy field content!
!
 



Table 2: List of SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y multiplets in SO(10) representations that contain an
electric neutral color singlet.

Model B � L SU(2)L Y SO(10) representations

F01

0

1 0 45, 54, 210

F
1/2
2 2 1/2 10, 120, 126, 2100

F03 3 0 45, 54, 210

F13 3 1 54

F
1/2
4 4 1/2 2100

F
3/2
4 4 3/2 2100

S01

1

1 0 16, 144

S
1/2
2 2 1/2 16, 144

S03 3 0 144

S13 3 1 144

bF01
2

1 0 126

bF1/22 2 1/2 210

bF13 3 1 126

of F01. The second example is based on SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦D and consists of a
(15,1,1) originating from either a 45 or a 210 in SO(10). Since the 15 of SU(4)C carries
zero B � L charge, this is also an example of F01. All possible candidates associated with
bF01 were excluded in [24]. A fermion that is a singlet under the intermediate gauge group
can also be produced through the exchange of the GUT scale particles, and thus be a
DM candidate. For example, the case of the (1,1,1) component of a 210 is discussed in
Ref. [24], which is again an example of F01 DM.

The scalar singlet S01 and triplet S03 can interact with the SM Higgs boson e�ciently
through the quartic coupling and are potential good DM candidates to be discussed below.
These can be taken to be either real or complex. For S01, there is no di↵erence in any of
our results whether S01 is real or complex. We have taken S03 to be real, but there would
be no qualitative di↵erence in our results for complex S03. In addition, S03 couples to the
SM particles via the weak interaction. Similarly, the fermion triplet F03 is a wino-like
DM candidate and will also be considered below. In general, the neutral component of
a SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y multiplet can interact with SM particles through exchange of W or Z
boson, and thus can be a good DM candidate. Such DM candidates have been widely
studied in the literature [37–47].

There are also DM candidates which have non-zero hypercharge. These are: F1/22 , F13,

F
1/2
4 , F3/24 , S1/22 , S13, bF

1/2
2 , and bF13. These DM candidates are severely constrained by DM

6

Remnant Z2 symmetry !
!
Fermions from 10,45,!
54, 120, 126, or 210 !
representations;!
!
Scalars from 16, 144

Kadastik, Kannike, Raidal;!
Frigerio, Hambye;!
Mambrini, Nagata, !
Olive, Quevillon, Zheng;!
Nagata, Olive, Zheng



Recipe for constructing an SO(10) DM model

!
1. Pick an Intermediate Scale Gauge Group!
!
2. Use 126 to break Gint to SM!
!
3. Pick DM representation and insure proper splitting !
within the multiplet, and pick low energy field content!
!
 4. Use RGEs to obtain Gauge Coupling Unification



Recipe for constructing an SO(10) DM model
!
!
4. Use RGEs to obtain Gauge Coupling Unification

Table 6: NETDM models. Mint and MGUT are given in GeV. All of the values are
evaluated with the two-loop RGEs.

Model I Model II

Gint SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦D

RDM (1,1,3)D in 45D (15,1,1)W in 45W

R1 210R 54R

R2 (10,1,3)C � (1,1,3)R (10,1,3)C � (10,3,1)C � (15,1,1)R

log10(Mint) 8.08(1) 13.664(5)

log10(MGUT) 15.645(7) 15.87(2)

gGUT 0.53055(3) 0.5675(2)

(a) Model I
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(b) Model II

Figure 4: Running of gauge couplings. Solid (dashed) lines show the case with (without)
DM and additional Higgs bosons. Blue, green, and red lines represent the running of the
U(1), SU(2) and SU(3) gauge couplings, respectively.

whether these models can give appropriate masses for light neutrinos. Next, in Sec. 5.2,
we evaluate proton lifetimes in each model and discuss the testability in future proton
decay experiments. Finally, we compute the abundance of DM produced by the NETDM
mechanism in Sec. 5.3, and predict the reheating temperature after inflation.
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Table 3: Summary of DM multiplets. The second column shows the Gint representation
with quantum numbers listed in the same order as the groups shown in the direct product.
The case of G

int

= SU(4)C⌦SU(2)L⌦SU(2)R⌦D (SU(3)C⌦SU(2)L⌦SU(2)R⌦U(1)B�L⌦
D) is identical to that of G

int

= SU(4)C ⌦SU(2)L⌦SU(2)R (SU(3)C ⌦SU(2)L⌦SU(2)R⌦
U(1)B�L) with additional multiplets required by left-right symmetry introduced above the
intermediate scale.

Model R
DM

SYn SO(10) representation

G
int

= SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R(⌦D)

SA422(D) 4,1,2 S01 16, 144

SB422(D) 4,2,1 S
1/2
2 16, 144

SC422(D) 4,2,3 S
1/2
2 144

SD422(D) 4,3,2 S13 144

SE422(D) 4,3,2 S03 144

G
int

= SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)R

SA421 4,1,�1/2 S01 16, 144

SB421 4,2, 0 S
1/2
2 16, 144

SC421 4,2, 1 S
1/2
2 144

SD421 4,3, 1/2 S13 144

SE421 4,3,�1/2 S03 144

G
int

= SU(3)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦ U(1)B�L(⌦D)

SA3221(D) 1,1,2, 1 S01 16, 144

SB3221(D) 1,2,1,�1 S
1/2
2 16, 144

SC3221(D) 1,2,3,�1 S
1/2
2 144

SD3221(D) 1,3,2, 1 S13 144

SE3221(D) 1,3,2, 1 S03 144

chosen from Table 1. Notice that S1/22 is contained in both the model SB’s and SC’s. The
di↵erence between the models is the SU(2)R (or additional U(1)) charge assignment; for
instance, SB422 (SC422) includes the SU(2)R singlet (triplet) DM. From Table 3, we find
that a 16 contains only SA’s and SB’s, while a 144 has all of the candidates listed in the
table.

Next, we perform the RGE4 analysis in the models presented in Table 3 to see if these
models achieve gauge coupling unification with appropriate GUT and intermediate scales.
The one-loop results for M

GUT

, M
int

, the unified gauge coupling ↵
GUT

, and the proton

4The beta functions for the minimal SO(10) GUT described above are given in Appendix B of Ref. [24].
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Table 4: One-loop result for scales, unified couplings, and proton lifetimes for models in
table. 3. The DM mass is set to be mDM = 1 TeV. The mass scales are given in GeV
and the proton lifetimes are in units of years. Blue shaded models evade the proton decay
bound, ⌧(p ! e+⇡0) > 1.4⇥ 1034 yrs [55,56].

Model log
10

M
GUT

log
10

M
int

↵
GUT

log
10

⌧p(p ! e+⇡0)

G
int

= SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R

SA422 16.33 11.08 0.0218 36.8± 1.2

SB422 15.62 12.38 0.0228 34.0± 1.2

SC422 14.89 11.18 0.0243 31.0± 1.2

SD422 14.11 13.29 0.0253 28.0± 1.2

SE422 14.73 13.72 0.0243 30.4± 1.2

G
int

= SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦D

SA422D 15.23 13.71 0.0245 32.4± 1.2

SB422D 15.01 13.71 0.0247 31.6± 1.2

SC422D 14.50 13.71 0.0254 29.5± 1.2

SD422D 13.95 13.47 0.0260 27.3± 1.2

SE422D 14.55 13.96 0.0251 29.7± 1.2

G
int

= SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)R

SA421 14.62 10.96 0.0226 30.1± 1.2

SB421 14.55 11.90 0.0233 29.8± 1.2

SC421 14.15 10.92 0.0236 28.2± 1.2

SD421 13.91 12.80 0.0250 27.2± 1.2

SE421 14.45 13.12 0.0241 29.4± 1.2

G
int

= SU(3)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦ U(1)B�L

SA3221 16.66 8.54 0.0217 38.1± 1.2

SB3221 16.17 9.80 0.0223 36.2± 1.2

SC3221 15.62 9.14 0.0230 34.0± 1.2

SD3221 14.49 12.07 0.0246 29.5± 1.2

SE3221 15.09 12.22 0.0237 31.9± 1.2

G
int

= SU(3)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦ U(1)B�L ⌦D

SA3221D 15.58 10.08 0.0231 33.8± 1.2

SB3221D 15.40 10.44 0.0233 33.1± 1.2

SC3221D 14.58 11.62 0.0245 29.8± 1.2

SD3221D 14.07 12.13 0.0253 27.8± 1.2

SE3221D 14.60 12.29 0.0245 29.9± 1.2
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other models have MGUT too low

Higgs portal models!
Inert Higgs doublet models

lifetimes in the p ! e+⇡0 channel are shown in Table 4.5 Here, M
GUT

and M
int

are given
in GeV units, while the unit for proton lifetimes ⌧p(p ! e+⇡0) is years. The DM mass
is set to be m

DM

= 1 TeV. We have checked that altering the DM mass by an order
of magnitude results in only a O(0.2)% variation in the logarithmic masses of M

int

and
M

GUT

. The uncertainty of the lifetime reflects our innocence of the GUT-scale gauge
boson mass MX , which we take it to be within a range of 0.5M

GUT

. MX . 2M
GUT

.
It turns out that most models have already been ruled out by the current experimental
constraint ⌧(p ! e+⇡0) > 1.4 ⇥ 1034 yrs [55, 56]. The models that possibly survive this
constraint are SA422, SB422, SA3221, SB3221, SC3221, SA3221D, and SB3221D, which are highlighted
in blue shading in the table. In terms of SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y assignments, only S01 and S

1/2
2

are found to be viable candidates. Among them, models SB422, SC3221, SA3221D, and SB3221D
predict proton lifetimes close to the present limit, and thus can be tested in future proton
decay experiments.

3.3 Fine-tuning of scalar DM multiplets

In the previous section, we have reduced the possibilities for G
int

to the only three gauge
groups: SU(4)C ⌦SU(2)L⌦SU(2)R, SU(3)C ⌦SU(2)L⌦SU(2)R⌦U(1)B�L, and SU(3)C ⌦
SU(2)L⌦SU(2)R⌦U(1)B�L⌦D. According to Table 1, R

1

= 210, 45, and 210 yield the
above intermediate gauge groups, respectively. In this section, we briefly discuss how to
obtain a desired mass spectrum for the DM multiplet using these R

1

’s and R
2

= 126 with
the help of fine-tuning. For convenience, we show an explicit procedure for the fine-tuning
in Appendix C, by taking R

DM = 16 and G
int

= SU(3)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦ U(1)B�L

as an example.
Let us first write down relevant terms for the mass terms of the DM multiplet R

DM

:6

�L
int

= M2|R
DM

|2 + 
1

R⇤
DM

R
DM

R
1

+ {
2

R
DM

R
DM

R⇤
2

+ h.c.}
+ �1

1

|R
DM

|2|R
1

|2 + �1
2

|R
DM

|2|R
2

|2 + �
�126
12

(R
DM

R
DM

)126 (R1

R⇤
2

)126 + h.c.
 

+ �45
1

(R⇤
DM

R
DM

)45 (R
⇤
1

R
1

)45 + �210
1

(R⇤
DM

R
DM

)210 (R
⇤
1

R
1

)210

+ �45
2

(R⇤
DM

R
DM

)45 (R
⇤
2

R
2

)45 + �210
2

(R⇤
DM

R
DM

)210 (R
⇤
2

R
2

)210 , (7)

where the subscripts after the parentheses denote the SO(10) representation formed by
the product in them. M , 

1

, and 
2

are dimensionful parameters, which we assume to
be O(M

GUT

). Notice that the term (R
DM

R
DM

)120 (R1

R⇤
2

)120 and its charge conjugate
vanish since the R

DM

is a bosonic field and (AB)120 is anti-symmetric with respect to
the exchange of A and B. In addition, the term (R

DM

R
DM

)10 (R1

R⇤
2

)10 does not give a
mass term for R

DM

; hR
1

R⇤
2

i is singlet with respect to the SM gauge interactions, and a
10 representation does not contain such a component. The terms with the coe�cients

5We restrict our attention to one-loop running as two loop e↵ects become very model dependent on
our choice of the scalar potential.

6In addition, there are couplings between the DM and the SM Higgs fields, which give a mass of the
order of the electroweak scale to the DM multiplet.
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Vacuum stability and radiative EWSB
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FIG. 1: Running of the quartic couplings of Higgs field, for
selected inputs. The green solid, brown dashed, and blue dash-
dotted lines show the running of �, �sH , and �s, respectively,
while the green dotted curve shows the running of � in the
SM. The gauge coupling running is also shown in thin black
lines. Above the intermediate scale, the running of c�, c�,
and c�� is shown using the matching conditions in (4). The
free parameters are chosen as follows: At Q = mt, �s = 0
and �sH = 0.46 (which corresponds to mDM ' 1.5 TeV);
At Mint, c̃� = c0� = c�� = c�� = c0�� = c0�� = 0 and
c� = �c0�� = �m��/vR = 0.05. The non-zero couplings are
taken so that the low-energy mass spectrum we consider here
is realized.

Then a quartic potential can be written as

V
(4)
abv =

c�
2

�
tr(�†�)

�2
+

c0�
4
tr (��) tr

�
�†�†

�

+
c�
2

�
tr(�†�)

�2
+

c̃�
4
tr(�̃†�)tr(�†�̃)

+ c��tr(�
†�)tr(�†�) +

c�
2
|�|4 + c��|�|2tr(�†�)

+ c��|�|2tr(�†�) + c0���
†[�†,�]�

+ c0��tr
�
�†�[�†,�]

�
+ c0���

†�†��+ . . . . (3)

Note that we have only included those quartic couplings
which can be generated through RGE evolution, with
the exception of the last two; c0�� is needed to split the
masses of the two-Higgs doublet, �, while c0�� is induced
by the c0�� term via RGE e↵ects.

The quartic terms that contain two powers of �, as
well as the cubic coupling (see Eq. (5)) produce non-
trivial tree-level threshold corrections at Mint, after �

acquires a vev and the heavy fields are integrated out:

� = c� � (c�� + c0��)
2

c�
,

�sH = c�� �
(c�� + c0��)[m�� + (c�� � c0��)vR]

c�vR
,

�s = 3c� � 3
[m�� + vR(c�� � c0��)]

2

c�v2R
, (4)

where h�i = vRT�

with T
�

⌘ (�1 � i�2)/2. As is well
known, these threshold e↵ects always go in the direction
of benefiting vacuum stability [7]. The evolution of the
quartic couplings, c�, c�, and c�� above the intermediate
scale are also shown in Fig. 1 using the matching condi-
tions in (4). We use the one-loop RGEs for these quartic
couplings. Although we do not explicitly display the run-
ning of all quartic terms above the intermediate scale, we
have checked that although some run negative (notably
c0�), we have verified that the couplings satisfy su�cient
conditions which guarantee stability of the vacuum up to
the GUT scale.

The quadratic and cubic parts (which can lead to mass
terms) of the potential can be written as

V
(2,3)
abv = m2

�|�|2 +m2
�tr(�

†�) +m2
�tr(�

†�)

+m��

�
�̃†�†�

�
+ h.c. , (5)

where we take m�� to be real for simplicity. The relevant
matching conditions with the weak scale mass parameters
are

µ2
s = m2

� +
�
c�� � c0��

�
v2R + 2m��vR ,

µ2 = m2
� + (c�� + c0��) v

2
R , (6)

where the low energy fields are related to the high energy
fields as �1 = H and �0 = (s+ ia)/

p
2.

The running of �s receives a large contribution from
�sH , d�s/d lnQ = 12�2

sH/(4⇡)2 + · · · and thus by de-
manding perturbativity of the couplings (�i . 1/�i,
where �i is a relevant beta-function coe�cient) up to
the intermediate scale, we can set an upper bound on
�sH . 1.3. However, requiring perturbativity of the ci’s
above the intermediate scale places a stronger bound on
�s(Mint) . 2.4 which requires �sH(mt) . 0.9. Non-
zero values for other couplings further push the upper
limit to �sH(mt) . 0.6 in order to avoid singularities
in the RGEs. Since �sH controls the annihilation cross
section for s: �annvrel ' �2

sH/16⇡m2
DM, and the relic

density is proportional to 1/h�annvreli, the upper limit
on �sH corresponds to an upper limit to the DM mass
mDM . 2 TeV, similar to that in the minimal dark mat-
ter model [24] without an intermediate scale.

The Higgs mass parameter, µ2, must be negative in or-
der to break the electroweak symmetry, and in the SM,
µ2 remains negative as it is run up to high energies. The

Example based on scalar!
 singlet DM  (SA3221) with

2

negative. The presence of the singlet scalar DM at low
energies also deflects the running of the Higgs quartic
coupling. Moreover, we show that the negative mass-
squared needed for electroweak symmetry breaking runs
positive due the coupling of the Higgs field with the DM
singlet.

The requirement for the radiative electroweak sym-
metry breaking imposes a lower bound on the DM–
Higgs coupling. This then leads to a lower limit on the
DM mass if one assumes that the thermal relic abun-
dance of the DM agrees with the observed DM density
⌦DMh2 ' 0.12 [21]. On the other hand, perturbativity
of the couplings in the model gives an upper limit on the
DM–Higgs coupling, and thus on the DM mass. As a
result, a finite DM mass region is allowed by these two
conditions. We find that this mass range can be probed
in the XENON1T experiment [22].

An exemplary SO(10) model with stable dark matter.—
When one combines the number of possible intermediate
scale gauge groups with the multitude of choices for dark
matter and Higgs representations in an SO(10) model,
one may think that the amount of freedom one has for
model building is enormous. However, in practice when
one imposes the conditions that i) gauge coupling unifi-
cation occurs, ii) that the intermediate scale is found to
be below the GUT scale, and iii) that the GUT scale is
high enough so that the proton lifetime exceeds current
experimental bounds, only a handful of possible mod-
els survive [14, 15]. Furthermore, since any dark matter
candidate must be part of a larger SO(10) representation,
that multiplet must be split, putting further constraints
on the possible choice of field content.

In this letter, we choose one example of a scalar dark
matter model with an intermediate scale gauge group
given by Gint = SU(3)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦U(1)B�L.
We will examine the model labeled SA3221 in [15] for
which the dark matter is a scalar singlet originating in a
16 of SO(10). In addition to SM fields, the model em-
ploys a 45 (or 210) to break SO(10) to Gint when the
(15, 1, 1) component (under SU(4)C⌦SU(2)L⌦SU(2)R)
acquires a vacuum expectation value (vev). The inter-
mediate scale gauge group is subsequently broken when
the color singlet, right-handed triplet sitting in the 126

acquires a vev. All other components of the 126 are
expected to have GUT scale masses. In addition to an
explicit (GUT scale) mass term for the 16, the scalar
multiplet can have mass contributions from its couplings
to the Higgs 45 and 126. An explicit calculation of the
fine-tuning needed to obtain a TeV scale mass for the
singlet scalar dark matter candidate can be found in Ap-
pendix C of [15]. In the example given there, all members
of the 16 are GUT scale except the scalar analog of eR
(ẽR) which has an intermediate scale mass, and ⌫̃R which
has a weak scale mass.

Renormalization group evolution of the Higgs couplings
and masses.—The renormalization group evolution be-
tween the weak scale and intermediate scale is almost
identical to the SM. The only di↵erence comes from
the inclusion of the SM singlet dark matter candidate,
s ⌘ Re[⌫̃R]. Below the intermediate scale, the scalar po-
tential is relatively simple,

Vblw = µ2|H|2+1

2
µ2
ss

2+
�

2
|H|4+�sH

2
|H|2s2+�s

4!
s4 . (1)

In many ways, this resembles the minimal dark mat-
ter model often referred to as the Higgs portal [23, 24].
The mass of our dark matter candidate is given by
m2

DM = �sHv2/2+µ2
s. Furthermore, fixing the dark mat-

ter mass will also fix �sH at the weak scale (taken here
to be mt) through the relic density (assuming standard
thermal freeze-out): mDM ' 3.3�sH TeV. In this paper,
we compute the DM relic density using micrOMEGAS [25].
The evolution of the Higgs quartic coupling in the SM
with and without the inclusion of the scalar s is shown
in Fig. 1 by the green solid and dotted curves, respec-
tively. The renormalization group equations (RGE) are
run at the two-loop level1 and one sees that the SM quar-
tic coupling runs negative just above 1010 GeV [4] with-
out the scalar contribution. With the scalar contribution,
the running of � would remain positive out to the GUT
scale. Note that at the intermediate scale (determined by
the conditions for gauge coupling unification; the running
of the gauge couplings in SA3221 is shown by thin black
lines in Fig. 1), Mint ' 109 GeV, � > 0. Gauge cou-
pling unification also determines the GUT scale to be
MGUT ' 1.5⇥ 1016 GeV, which is high enough to evade
the proton decay limit. Also shown is the running of �s

(blue dash-dotted) and �sH (brown dashed).

Above the intermediate scale, it is necessary to include
in addition to s, the right-handed doublet �(1,1,2, 1)
which contains s, the Higgs triplet �(1,1,3, 2) residing
in the 126, two heavy complex fields in addition to the
SM Higgs doublet which all sit in a complex �(1,2,2, 0),
and finally the three right handed neutrinos sitting in the
fermionic 16 matter representations. Above the interme-
diate scale, we write � = (�1, �̃2), �̃ ⌘ �2�⇤�2 (�a are
the Pauli matrices), � = (�+,�0)T , and

� =

✓
�+/

p
2 �++

�0 ��+/
p
2

◆
, (2)

where �i = (�0
i ,�

�

i )
T is an SU(2)L doublet; �̃ ⌘ i�2�

⇤.

1 We use the three-loop RGEs for the top Yukawa and Higgs quar-
tic couplings. We also include the two-loop electroweak threshold
corrections according to Ref. [4]. We use the MS scheme up to
the intermediate scale, and switch to the DR scheme at Mint.
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negative. The presence of the singlet scalar DM at low
energies also deflects the running of the Higgs quartic
coupling. Moreover, we show that the negative mass-
squared needed for electroweak symmetry breaking runs
positive due the coupling of the Higgs field with the DM
singlet.

The requirement for the radiative electroweak sym-
metry breaking imposes a lower bound on the DM–
Higgs coupling. This then leads to a lower limit on the
DM mass if one assumes that the thermal relic abun-
dance of the DM agrees with the observed DM density
⌦DMh2 ' 0.12 [21]. On the other hand, perturbativity
of the couplings in the model gives an upper limit on the
DM–Higgs coupling, and thus on the DM mass. As a
result, a finite DM mass region is allowed by these two
conditions. We find that this mass range can be probed
in the XENON1T experiment [22].

An exemplary SO(10) model with stable dark matter.—
When one combines the number of possible intermediate
scale gauge groups with the multitude of choices for dark
matter and Higgs representations in an SO(10) model,
one may think that the amount of freedom one has for
model building is enormous. However, in practice when
one imposes the conditions that i) gauge coupling unifi-
cation occurs, ii) that the intermediate scale is found to
be below the GUT scale, and iii) that the GUT scale is
high enough so that the proton lifetime exceeds current
experimental bounds, only a handful of possible mod-
els survive [14, 15]. Furthermore, since any dark matter
candidate must be part of a larger SO(10) representation,
that multiplet must be split, putting further constraints
on the possible choice of field content.

In this letter, we choose one example of a scalar dark
matter model with an intermediate scale gauge group
given by Gint = SU(3)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦U(1)B�L.
We will examine the model labeled SA3221 in [15] for
which the dark matter is a scalar singlet originating in a
16 of SO(10). In addition to SM fields, the model em-
ploys a 45 (or 210) to break SO(10) to Gint when the
(15, 1, 1) component (under SU(4)C⌦SU(2)L⌦SU(2)R)
acquires a vacuum expectation value (vev). The inter-
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the color singlet, right-handed triplet sitting in the 126

acquires a vev. All other components of the 126 are
expected to have GUT scale masses. In addition to an
explicit (GUT scale) mass term for the 16, the scalar
multiplet can have mass contributions from its couplings
to the Higgs 45 and 126. An explicit calculation of the
fine-tuning needed to obtain a TeV scale mass for the
singlet scalar dark matter candidate can be found in Ap-
pendix C of [15]. In the example given there, all members
of the 16 are GUT scale except the scalar analog of eR
(ẽR) which has an intermediate scale mass, and ⌫̃R which
has a weak scale mass.

Renormalization group evolution of the Higgs couplings
and masses.—The renormalization group evolution be-
tween the weak scale and intermediate scale is almost
identical to the SM. The only di↵erence comes from
the inclusion of the SM singlet dark matter candidate,
s ⌘ Re[⌫̃R]. Below the intermediate scale, the scalar po-
tential is relatively simple,

Vblw = µ2|H|2+1
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|H|2s2+�s

4!
s4 . (1)

In many ways, this resembles the minimal dark mat-
ter model often referred to as the Higgs portal [23, 24].
The mass of our dark matter candidate is given by
m2

DM = �sHv2/2+µ2
s. Furthermore, fixing the dark mat-

ter mass will also fix �sH at the weak scale (taken here
to be mt) through the relic density (assuming standard
thermal freeze-out): mDM ' 3.3�sH TeV. In this paper,
we compute the DM relic density using micrOMEGAS [25].
The evolution of the Higgs quartic coupling in the SM
with and without the inclusion of the scalar s is shown
in Fig. 1 by the green solid and dotted curves, respec-
tively. The renormalization group equations (RGE) are
run at the two-loop level1 and one sees that the SM quar-
tic coupling runs negative just above 1010 GeV [4] with-
out the scalar contribution. With the scalar contribution,
the running of � would remain positive out to the GUT
scale. Note that at the intermediate scale (determined by
the conditions for gauge coupling unification; the running
of the gauge couplings in SA3221 is shown by thin black
lines in Fig. 1), Mint ' 109 GeV, � > 0. Gauge cou-
pling unification also determines the GUT scale to be
MGUT ' 1.5⇥ 1016 GeV, which is high enough to evade
the proton decay limit. Also shown is the running of �s

(blue dash-dotted) and �sH (brown dashed).

Above the intermediate scale, it is necessary to include
in addition to s, the right-handed doublet �(1,1,2, 1)
which contains s, the Higgs triplet �(1,1,3, 2) residing
in the 126, two heavy complex fields in addition to the
SM Higgs doublet which all sit in a complex �(1,2,2, 0),
and finally the three right handed neutrinos sitting in the
fermionic 16 matter representations. Above the interme-
diate scale, we write � = (�1, �̃2), �̃ ⌘ �2�⇤�2 (�a are
the Pauli matrices), � = (�+,�0)T , and
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1 We use the three-loop RGEs for the top Yukawa and Higgs quar-
tic couplings. We also include the two-loop electroweak threshold
corrections according to Ref. [4]. We use the MS scheme up to
the intermediate scale, and switch to the DR scheme at Mint.
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presence of the dark matter scalar however a↵ects the
running as dµ2/d lnQ = �sHµ2

s/(4⇡)
2 + · · · and causes

µ2 to run positive at higher renormalization scales [16].
In other words, the dark matter candidate can induce ra-
diative electroweak symmetry similar to the mechanism
in supersymmetric models [6]. As the running of µ de-
pends on the combination �sHµ2

s we can obtain a min-
imum value for µs (and hence mDM) which is indepen-
dent of the relic density constraint by maximizing �sH .
We find that for �sH = 0.6, µ2 > 0 at the intermediate
scale (at 1 TeV) when µs & 360 GeV (1150 GeV), corre-
sponding to mDM & 380 GeV (1160 GeV). Here, we set
�s(mt) = 0. Taking the limits on �sH from the pertur-
bativity of �s and the limit on µs from the requirement
of radiative electroweak symmetry breaking, we find that
the dark matter mass must lie in a restricted range (when
demanding the more natural choice of symmetry break-
ing at 1 TeV) mDM = 1.2–2 TeV.

When one imposes the constraint from the relic den-
sity, we obtain somewhat stronger bounds on �sH . In
Fig. 2, we show the value of sgn(µ2)|µ| for Q = Mint

and 1 TeV as a function of �sH(mt). Here again, we set
�s(mt) = 0. As one can see that when Q = Mint, we
have �sH(mt) > 0.2 corresponding to mDM > 670 TeV
and when Q = 1 TeV, we have �sH(mt) > 0.41 corre-
sponding to mDM > 1.35 TeV.
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FIG. 2: The value of sgn(µ2)|µ| for Q = Mint and 1 TeV as
a function of �sH(mt). mDM at the weak scale is determined
from the requirement for the thermal relic abundance using
mDM ⇡ 3.3�sH TeV.

The singlet DM candidate in our model can be probed
in DM direct detection experiments. In Fig. 3, we show
the spin-independent (SI) DM-nucleon scattering cross
section �SI as a function of the DM mass. Here, we
require the relic density condition to determine �sH .
The lower solid (upper dashed) brown line shows the

result for which we use the nucleon matrix elements
given in Ref. [26] (Ref. [27]). In either case, we obtain
�SI ' 10�45 cm2. The gray shaded region is excluded by
the current limit from the LUX experiment [28]. We also
show the projected sensitivity of XENON1T [22] by the
black dotted line. We find that all of the DM mass range
can be probed at this experiment.
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FIG. 3: The SI DM-nucleon scattering cross section as a func-
tion of mDM. Here, �sH is determined from the relic density
condition.

Summary.—We have presented an SO(10) model with
gauge coupling unification made possible through an in-
termediate scale at ' 109 GeV. SO(10) is broken to
Gint = SU(3)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦U(1)B�L when the
right-handed triplet in the 126 obtains a vev. In this
model, the lightest member of a complex scalar 16 is
stable and plays the role of our dark matter candidate,
s. The specific example discussed here can be viewed
as a UV completion of the minimal (scalar) dark matter
model. We have shown that in addition to gauge cou-
pling unification, and a dark matter candidate, unlike the
case in the SM, vacuum stability is achieved up to the
GUT scale, and radiative electroweak symmetry break-
ing is triggered by the interactions of the dark matter
and the SM Higgs. The latter result taken together with
the requirement of perturbative couplings to the GUT
scale limit the DM mass to lie between 1.35–2 TeV. This
mass range should be probed in future direct detection
experiments.
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s/(4⇡)
2 + · · · and causes

µ2 to run positive at higher renormalization scales [16].
In other words, the dark matter candidate can induce ra-
diative electroweak symmetry similar to the mechanism
in supersymmetric models [6]. As the running of µ de-
pends on the combination �sHµ2

s we can obtain a min-
imum value for µs (and hence mDM) which is indepen-
dent of the relic density constraint by maximizing �sH .
We find that for �sH = 0.6, µ2 > 0 at the intermediate
scale (at 1 TeV) when µs & 360 GeV (1150 GeV), corre-
sponding to mDM & 380 GeV (1160 GeV). Here, we set
�s(mt) = 0. Taking the limits on �sH from the pertur-
bativity of �s and the limit on µs from the requirement
of radiative electroweak symmetry breaking, we find that
the dark matter mass must lie in a restricted range (when
demanding the more natural choice of symmetry break-
ing at 1 TeV) mDM = 1.2–2 TeV.

When one imposes the constraint from the relic den-
sity, we obtain somewhat stronger bounds on �sH . In
Fig. 2, we show the value of sgn(µ2)|µ| for Q = Mint

and 1 TeV as a function of �sH(mt). Here again, we set
�s(mt) = 0. As one can see that when Q = Mint, we
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The singlet DM candidate in our model can be probed
in DM direct detection experiments. In Fig. 3, we show
the spin-independent (SI) DM-nucleon scattering cross
section �SI as a function of the DM mass. Here, we
require the relic density condition to determine �sH .
The lower solid (upper dashed) brown line shows the

result for which we use the nucleon matrix elements
given in Ref. [26] (Ref. [27]). In either case, we obtain
�SI ' 10�45 cm2. The gray shaded region is excluded by
the current limit from the LUX experiment [28]. We also
show the projected sensitivity of XENON1T [22] by the
black dotted line. We find that all of the DM mass range
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Summary.—We have presented an SO(10) model with
gauge coupling unification made possible through an in-
termediate scale at ' 109 GeV. SO(10) is broken to
Gint = SU(3)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦U(1)B�L when the
right-handed triplet in the 126 obtains a vev. In this
model, the lightest member of a complex scalar 16 is
stable and plays the role of our dark matter candidate,
s. The specific example discussed here can be viewed
as a UV completion of the minimal (scalar) dark matter
model. We have shown that in addition to gauge cou-
pling unification, and a dark matter candidate, unlike the
case in the SM, vacuum stability is achieved up to the
GUT scale, and radiative electroweak symmetry break-
ing is triggered by the interactions of the dark matter
and the SM Higgs. The latter result taken together with
the requirement of perturbative couplings to the GUT
scale limit the DM mass to lie between 1.35–2 TeV. This
mass range should be probed in future direct detection
experiments.
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Examples:
SM Fermion Singlets: Produced thermally out of equilibrium!

⇒ Fermionic candidates (NETDM)

Table 3: Candidates for the NETDM.

Gint RDM SO(10)

SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R (1, 1, 3) 45

(15, 1, 1) 45, 210

(10, 1, 3) 126

(15, 1, 3) 210

SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)R (15, 1, 0) 45, 210

(10, 1, 1) 126

SU(3)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦ U(1)B�L (1, 1, 3, 0) 45, 210

(1, 1, 3, �2) 126

SU(3)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)R ⌦ U(1)B�L (1, 1, 1, �2) 126

SU(5)⌦ U(1) (24, 0) 45, 54, 210

(1, �10) 126

(75, 0) 210

Flipped SU(5)⌦ U(1) (24, 0) 45, 54, 210

(50, �2) 126

(75, 0) 210

originates from the 45 representation of SO(10), as an example. As mentioned above,
they have an identical mass M at tree level, and the mass di↵erence �M induced by the
radiative corrections can be estimated as

�M ' ↵1

4⇡
M ln

✓
Mint

M

◆
⇠ 0.01⇥M , (11)

where ↵1 is the U(1) gauge fine-structure constant. The charged components  ± can
decay into the neutral DM  0 only through the exchange of the intermediate-scale gauge
bosons as shown in Fig. 1. We estimate the decay width as

�( + !  0ff̄ 0) ⇠ ↵2
R

⇡

(�M)5

M4
WR

, (12)

where ↵R = g2R/4⇡ and gR and MWR are the coupling and the mass of the intermediate
gauge boson WR, respectively. Then, for example, when the DM mass is O(1) TeV and
the intermediate scale is O(1013) GeV, the lifetime of  + is much longer than the age of
the Universe, and thus cosmologically stable. The abundance of such a stable charged
particle is stringently constrained by the null results of the searching for heavy hydrogen

7
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a SM singlet but a non-singlet under the Intermediate gauge group.!
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Gauge Coupling Unification

Table 6: NETDM models. Mint and MGUT are given in GeV. All of the values are
evaluated with the two-loop RGEs.

Model I Model II

Gint SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦D

RDM (1,1,3)D in 45D (15,1,1)W in 45W

R1 210R 54R

R2 (10,1,3)C � (1,1,3)R (10,1,3)C � (10,3,1)C � (15,1,1)R

log10(Mint) 8.08(1) 13.664(5)

log10(MGUT) 15.645(7) 15.87(2)

gGUT 0.53055(3) 0.5675(2)

(a) Model I
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(b) Model II

Figure 4: Running of gauge couplings. Solid (dashed) lines show the case with (without)
DM and additional Higgs bosons. Blue, green, and red lines represent the running of the
U(1), SU(2) and SU(3) gauge couplings, respectively.

whether these models can give appropriate masses for light neutrinos. Next, in Sec. 5.2,
we evaluate proton lifetimes in each model and discuss the testability in future proton
decay experiments. Finally, we compute the abundance of DM produced by the NETDM
mechanism in Sec. 5.3, and predict the reheating temperature after inflation.
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Table 5: Models that realize the gauge coupling unification. Mint and MGUT are given in
GeV. All of the values listed here are evaluated at one-loop level.

SU(4)C⌦SU(2)L⌦SU(2)R

RDM R2 log10(Mint) log10(MGUT) gGUT

(1,1,3)W
(10,1,3)C
(1,1,3)R 10.8 15.9 0.53

(1,1,3)D
(10,1,3)C
(1,1,3)R 9.8 15.7 0.53

SU(4)C⌦SU(2)L⌦SU(2)R ⌦D

RDM R2 log10(Mint) log10(MGUT) gGUT

(15,1,1)W

(10,1,3)C
(10,3,1)C
(15,1,1)R

13.7 16.2 0.56

(15,1,1)W

(10,1,3)C
(10,3,1)C
(15,1,3)R
(15,3,1)R

14.2 15.5 0.56

(15,1,1)D

(10,1,3)C
(10,3,1)C
(15,1,3)R
(15,3,1)R

14.4 16.3 0.58

SU(3)C⌦SU(2)L⌦SU(2)R⌦U(1)B�L

RDM R2 log10(Mint) log10(MGUT) gGUT

(1,1,3, 0)W
(1,1,3,�2)C
(1,1,3, 0)R 6.1 16.6 0.52

resolve the degeneracy problem. For the additional Higgs fields, we only show the real
scalar cases for brevity. Indeed, we can also consider complex scalars for the Higgs fields
and find that gauge coupling unification is also realized in these cases, where both the
intermediate and GUT scales are only slightly modified.

4 Models

In the previous section, we have reduced the possible candidates to those presented in
Table 5. In this section, we study if any of those models are viable, i.e., we check if
they actually o↵er appropriate mass spectrum to realize the NETDM scenario, with the
charged/colored components in RDM acquiring masses of O(Mint).

15

Also fix particle content below MGUT
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Table 6: NETDM models. Mint and MGUT are given in GeV. All of the values are
evaluated with the two-loop RGEs.
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whether these models can give appropriate masses for light neutrinos. Next, in Sec. 5.2,
we evaluate proton lifetimes in each model and discuss the testability in future proton
decay experiments. Finally, we compute the abundance of DM produced by the NETDM
mechanism in Sec. 5.3, and predict the reheating temperature after inflation.
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where M± = MDM ⌥ y45v45, and  0 and  ± are the neutral and charged components,
respectively.12 The above expression shows that the VEV of the 45R Higgs field indeed
solves the degeneracy problem; if MDM ⌧ Mint and y45v45 = O(Mint), then the charged
components acquire masses of O(Mint), while the neutral component has a mass much
lighter than Mint. Thus, we obtain the mass spectrum we have assumed in the previous
section.

In the next example, we consider the DM representation RDM = (15,1,1)W with R2 =
(10,1,3)C�(10,3,1)C�(15,1,1)R in the left-right symmetric SU(4)C⌦SU(2)L⌦SU(2)R
gauge theory. In this case, R1 = 54R. We assume that the (15,1,1)W is a part of the
45W , while both (10,1,3)C and (10,3,1)C are part of the 126C . The couplings of the
DM with the Higgs fields, as well as its mass term, are then given by

Lint = �M45W

2
45W45W � y54

2
45W45W54R � y210

2
45W45W210R + h.c. , (19)

Here, (15,1,1)R is included in the 210R field; we cannot use a 45R in this case since
the Weyl fermion 45W has no coupling to the 45R.13 As before, below the GUT scale,
the VEV of 54R, v54, gives a common mass M to the (15,1,1)W multiplet with M =
M45W � y54v54/

p
15. We can take M = O(Mint) by fine-tuning M45W and y54v54. The

above Lagrangian then reduces to

Lint ! �M

2
 A A +

2y210p
3
Tr( � ) + h.c. , (20)

where  A and �A denote the (15,1,1)W and (15,1,1)R fields, respectively, with  ⌘
 ATA and � ⌘ �ATA; A,B,C = 1, . . . 15 are the SU(4) adjoint indices and TA are the
SU(4) generators. The mass degeneracy in this case is resolved by the VEV of the 210R

field,

h�i = v210

2
p
6
diag(1, 1, 1,�3), (21)

with which Eq. (20) leads to

Lint ! �MDM

2
 0 0 � Mg̃

2
egAegA �M⇠⇠a⇠

a + h.c. , (22)

where  0, egA, ⇠a, and ⇠a are the color singlet, octet, triplet, and anti-triplet components
in (15,1,1)W , respectively, with a denoting the color index, and

MDM = M +

p
2

3
y210v210 , (23)

Mg̃ = M � 1

3
p
2
y210v210 , (24)

M⇠ = M +
1

3
p
2
y210v210 . (25)

12Note that since  r are Dirac fermions, ( 0)C 6=  0 and ( ±)C 6=  ⌥
13It is also possible to embed (15,1,1)W into 210W and (15,1,1)R into 45R. The phenomenology in

this case is the same as that discussed in text.
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For mass splittings:

15 = 8 + 3 + 3 + 1–

M15 ~ M45W - y54 v54 ~ Mint;!
M1 ~ M15 - y210 v210

(a) Model I
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(b) Model II

Figure 8: Reheating temperature as a function of DM mass. Pink band shows the theoret-
ical uncertainty.

around the electroweak scale accounts for the observed DM density with an acceptably
high reheating temperature. For a larger MDM, in both models, the DM relic abundance
can only be explained in the narrow strip region where MDM ' TRH.

6 Lonely Singlet Fermion Dark Matter

In the above discussion, we have assumed that there exists a DM multiplet (as well as
extra Higgs multiplets) above the intermediate scale, and studied how the presence of the
additional fields a↵ect the gauge coupling running in such models. As seen in Sec. 3.2,
these fields can indeed improve the solutions for both the intermediate and GUT scales,
which allow the models to evade the limit from the proton decay experiment and to explain
light neutrino masses via the seesaw mechanism. Before concluding our discussion, we
briefly consider another possibility in this section; that is, we have only a singlet DM
fermion on top of the standard SO(10) setup discussed in Sec. 3.1. In this case, the
DM, of course, cannot a↵ect the gauge coupling running, and thus it does not solve
the problems regarding the low intermediate/GUT scales in the ordinary SO(10) GUT
models. Since there may be another solution to these problems, it is worthwhile studying
this possibility as well.

In fact, we can easily construct such a model by exploiting an appropriate Higgs
field at the GUT scale and fine-tuning its VEV so that only the singlet fermion DM
has a mass much lighter than the GUT scale. For example, let us consider the case of
SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦ D. In this case, the singlet field under the intermediate
gauge interactions, (1,1,1), is contained in a 54 or 210 of SO(10). Since only the 210
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(10,1,3)C, (10,3,1)C ∈ 126;   (15,1,1)R ∈ 210
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into account, the thermal relic abundance of F03 is computed in Ref. [62] and found to
be consistent with the observed DM density if m

DM

' 2.7 TeV as in the case of super-
symmetric winos. As for F

1/2
2 and bF1/22 , the favored mass value is ' 1.1 TeV [37] as in

the case of supersymmetric Higgsinos. As far as we know, there is no calculation for the
other fermionic DM candidates that includes the Sommerfeld enhancement; without the
e↵ect, the thermal relic of F13, bF13, F

1/2
4 , and F

3/2
4 is consistent with the observed value if

m
DM

' 1.9 TeV, 1.9 TeV, 2.4 TeV, and 2.6 TeV, respectively [53].

4.2 Real triplet DM

We begin our discussion of fermionic DMmodels with the Y = 0 case. As discussed earlier,
these are less constrained by direct detection experiments. According to Table 2, such
candidates belong to SU(2)L triplets in a 45, 54 or 210 of SO(10). A summary of SU(4)C⌦
SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R quantum numbers of these DM multiplets are listed in Table. 5. Note
that the B�L and T 3

R charges for all of these DM candidates vanish, and therefore they are
regarded as real Majorana fermions. As in the scalar DM scenario, the DMmultiplet in the
54 or 210 is degenerate with other components with respect toG

int

, and we are required to
break this degeneracy to avoid unwanted long-lived colored/charged particles [24]. In the
fermionic case, however, a renormalizable Yukawa term like R

DM

R
DM

126H is forbidden
by SO(10) symmetry and the choice of DM representation [24], and thus we are unable
to use the 126 Higgs to break the degeneracy. Therefore, we need to introduce additional
Higgs fields at the intermediate scale in these cases.

Table 5: Real triplet DM candidates in various SO(10) representations.

SO(10) representation SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R
45 (1,3,1)

54 (1,3,3)

210 (15,3,1)

For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the cases where the intermediate scale VEVs
develop in the SM singlet direction of R

1

and/or R
2

= 126. One of the SM singlet
components of R

1

should have a VEV of O(M
GUT

) to break SO(10) into G
int

. The
R

2

Higgs field acquires an O(M
int

) VEV to break G
int

, but it is not able to give mass
di↵erences among the components in R

DM

, as mentioned above. Thus, we need to exploit
an extra SM singlet component in R

1

which remains light compared to the GUT scale,
to induce intermediate-scale mass terms for R

DM

, which are to be used to generate the
required mass splitting. We denote the VEVs of these two components of R

1

which break
SO(10) and G

int

by v
GUT

⇠ M
GUT

and v
int

⇠ M
int

, respectively. Then, the mass splitting
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210

RDM

RDM

RH

h210i

RH

(a) Scalar exchange

R0
DM R0

DM

RDM

RH

RDM

RH

(b) Fermion exchange

Figure 2: Diagrams that generate the mass splitting between the Weyl components of hy-
percharged Dirac DM through the exchange of an intermediate-scale (a) scalar (b) fermion.

Table 8: The upper half of the table shows the fermionic Y = 1/2 candidates for RDM

in various SO(10) representations; the lower half of the table shows the fermionic singlet
candidates for R0

DM.

SO(10) representation SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R B � L

10, 120, 2100 (1,2,2) 0

120, 126 (15,2,2) 0

210 (10,2,2)� (10,2,2) ±2

2100 (1,4,4) 0

54, 210 (1,1,1) 0

45 (1,1,3) 0

45, 210 (15,1,1) 0

210 (15,1,3) 0

126 (10,1,3) 2

have appropriate particle and Higgs content, so that the DM acquires the right mass
through Eq. (11) and Eq. (12). It turns out that the viable models are limited to G

int

=
SU(4)C⌦SU(2)L⌦SU(2)R or SU(4)C⌦SU(2)L⌦U(1)R. These models are listed in Table 9

and no quartic models (F1/24 ) were found. The model FA422 is incompatible with small
neutrino masses, since the Yukawa coupling for the 16 of this model is unified at M

GUT

.
For models FA421 and FB422 , on the other hand, we can avoid the neutrino mass problem by
fine-tuning the Yukawa couplings with additional Higgs fields at the intermediate scale, as
discussed in Sec. 4.2. Among them, the model FA421 has a phenomenologically interesting
consequence. Since M

int

' 3 TeV, this model predicts a new massive neutral gauge

22

Table 2: List of SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y multiplets in SO(10) representations that contain an
electric neutral color singlet.

Model B � L SU(2)L Y SO(10) representations

F01

0

1 0 45, 54, 210

F
1/2
2 2 1/2 10, 120, 126, 2100

F03 3 0 45, 54, 210

F13 3 1 54

F
1/2
4 4 1/2 2100

F
3/2
4 4 3/2 2100

S01

1

1 0 16, 144

S
1/2
2 2 1/2 16, 144

S03 3 0 144

S13 3 1 144

bF01
2

1 0 126

bF1/22 2 1/2 210

bF13 3 1 126

of F01. The second example is based on SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦D and consists of a
(15,1,1) originating from either a 45 or a 210 in SO(10). Since the 15 of SU(4)C carries
zero B � L charge, this is also an example of F01. All possible candidates associated with
bF01 were excluded in [24]. A fermion that is a singlet under the intermediate gauge group
can also be produced through the exchange of the GUT scale particles, and thus be a
DM candidate. For example, the case of the (1,1,1) component of a 210 is discussed in
Ref. [24], which is again an example of F01 DM.

The scalar singlet S01 and triplet S03 can interact with the SM Higgs boson e�ciently
through the quartic coupling and are potential good DM candidates to be discussed below.
These can be taken to be either real or complex. For S01, there is no di↵erence in any of
our results whether S01 is real or complex. We have taken S03 to be real, but there would
be no qualitative di↵erence in our results for complex S03. In addition, S03 couples to the
SM particles via the weak interaction. Similarly, the fermion triplet F03 is a wino-like
DM candidate and will also be considered below. In general, the neutral component of
a SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)Y multiplet can interact with SM particles through exchange of W or Z
boson, and thus can be a good DM candidate. Such DM candidates have been widely
studied in the literature [37–47].

There are also DM candidates which have non-zero hypercharge. These are: F1/22 , F13,

F
1/2
4 , F3/24 , S1/22 , S13, bF

1/2
2 , and bF13. These DM candidates are severely constrained by DM

6

SM Triplets (Wino)

SM Doublets!
(Higgsino)

SM Singlets!
for mixing!
(Bino)
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Table 7: The one-loop results for MGUT, Mint, ↵GUT, and proton lifetimes for real triplet
fermionic DM models. Here we set the DM mass to be 1 TeV. The mass scales and proton
decay lifetime are in unit of GeV and years, respectively. In the blue shaded model, gauge
coupling unification is achieved with a su�ciently high GUT scale.

R
DM

Additional Higgs log
10

M
int

log
10

M
GUT

↵
GUT

log
10

⌧p(p ! e+⇡0)

in R
1

G
int

= SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R
(1,3,1) – 15.50 13.69 0.0263 –

(1,3,1) (15,1,3) – – – –

(1,3,1) (15,1,1) 15.65 13.47 0.0263 –

(1,3,1) (15,1,1) 6.54 17.17 0.0252 39.8± 1.2

(15,1,3)

(15,3,1) (15,1,1) 14.44 14.10 0.0246 –

(15,3,1) (15,1,1) 14.52 14.11 0.0243 –

(15,1,3)

G
int

= SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦D

(1,3,1) – 14.78 14.04 0.0250 –

G
int

= SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)R
(15,3, 0) (15,1,0) 14.55 14.21 0.0246 –

that cannot split the degeneracy of DM multiplet as in Eq. (11). The mass scales and
proton decay lifetime are in units of GeV and years, respectively. We find that there is
only one promising model with G

int

= SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R, which is highlighted
by blue shading in Table. 7. In this case, since the DM multiplet is a singlet under both
SU(4)C and SU(2)R, the additional Higgs fields are not necessary from the viewpoint of
the mass splitting for the DM multiplet; namely, there is no degeneracy problem for this
model. Rather, they are required so that the model achieves a good unification scale
beyond proton decay constraint. The model has, however, a quite low intermediate scale
that results in large neutrino masses through the type-I seesaw mechanism since the Dirac
mass terms for neutrinos are related to the up-type Yukawa couplings in this setup. A
simple way to evade this problem is to introduce a complex (15,2,2)C Higgs field in a 126
to modify the relation, as discussed in Ref. [24].10 If a (15,2,2)C Higgs is also present at
the intermediate scale, it turns out that gauge coupling unification is still realized, with
log

10

M
int

= 9.28, log
10

M
GUT

= 16.38, ↵
GUT

= 0.038, and log
10

⌧p(p ! e+⇡0) = 35.9.
Here again, the mass scales and proton decay lifetime are expressed in units of GeV and

10For the e↵ects of a (15,2,2)C Higgs field on the Yukawa couplings, see Refs. [27, 63].
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SU(4)C and SU(2)R, the additional Higgs fields are not necessary from the viewpoint of
the mass splitting for the DM multiplet; namely, there is no degeneracy problem for this
model. Rather, they are required so that the model achieves a good unification scale
beyond proton decay constraint. The model has, however, a quite low intermediate scale
that results in large neutrino masses through the type-I seesaw mechanism since the Dirac
mass terms for neutrinos are related to the up-type Yukawa couplings in this setup. A
simple way to evade this problem is to introduce a complex (15,2,2)C Higgs field in a 126
to modify the relation, as discussed in Ref. [24].10 If a (15,2,2)C Higgs is also present at
the intermediate scale, it turns out that gauge coupling unification is still realized, with
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boson, Z 0, and vector leptoquarks whose masses are around a few TeV. These particles
can be probed in future LHC experiments; for instance, dilepton resonance searches [64]
are powerful probes for such a Z 0. The leptoquarks are pair produced at the LHC, and
their signature is observed in dijet plus dilepton channels [65]. Since they are produced
via the strong interaction, their production cross section is quite large. Thanks to the
distinct final states and large production cross section, the LHC experiments can probe
TeV-scale leptoquarks at the next stage of the LHC running.

Table 9: Possible hypercharged fermionic DM models that is not yet excluded by current
proton decay experiments. The quantum numbers are labeled in the same order as Gint.
The subscripts D and W refer to Dirac and Weyl respectively. The numerical results are
calculated for DM mass of 1 TeV. The mass scales and proton decay lifetime are in unit
of GeV and years, respectively.

Model R
DM

R0
DM

Higgs log
10

M
int

log
10

M
GUT

↵
GUT

log
10

⌧p

G
int

= SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)R
FA421 (1,2, 1/2)D (15,1, 0)W (15,1, 0)R 3.48 17.54 0.0320 40.9± 1.2

(15,2, 1/2)C

G
int

= SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R
FA422 (1,2,2)W (1,3,1)W (15,1,1)R 9.00 15.68 0.0258 34.0± 1.2

(15,1,3)R

FB422 (1,2,2)W (1,3,1)W (15,1,1)R 5.84 17.01 0.0587 38.0± 1.2

(15,2,2)C

(15,1,3)R

To conclude this section, we perform a scan for more general models where the addi-
tional intermediate scale Higgs fields are not restricted to the ones in R

1

. Instead, they can
be any combination of G

int

representations that contain SM singlets. The Higgs fields can
be taken to be either real or complex. Moreover, we also consider the possible addition of a
(15,2,2)C Higgs at the intermediate scale, which can be used to evade the problem of large
neutrino masses. The result of the scan is demonstrated in a scatter plot in Fig. 3. The DM
mass is again fixed to be 1 TeV. The real triplet DM, R

DM

–R0
DM

doublet-singlet mixing
DM and doublet-triplet mixing DM cases are colored in red, blue and green, respectively.
The triangle, circle and square marker corresponds to G

int

= SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ U(1)R,
SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R and SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦ D, respectively. The
M

int

> M
GUT

region is theoretically disfavored, and is indicated by the gray shaded
area. In this plot, we do not consider the realizability of the mass hierarchy for the DM
multiplet, and thus the number of good models should be smaller than that shown in the
plot. All of the SU(4)C ⌦ SU(2)L ⌦ SU(2)R ⌦D cases with doublet DM predict the same
M

int

, since the addition of extra fields at the intermediate scale does not change M
int

in the presence of the left-right symmetry [24]. As can be seen from the figure, model
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Summary

LHC susy and Higgs searches have pushed CMSSM-like 
models to “corners” or strips 

SO(10) models contain almost all of the benifits of SUSY 
models: 

gauge coupling unification, radiative EWSB, stable Higgs 
vacuum, stable DM candidate….  

Several possibilities in non-SUSY SO(10) models which are 
phenomenologically consistent with p-decay limits 

Challenge lies in detection strategies


